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historical events for the 2nd of august see what famous interesting and notable events happened throughout history
on august 2 august 2 is the 214th day of the year 215th in leap years in the gregorian calendar 151 days remain until
the end of the year events edit pre 1600 edit 338 bc a macedonian army led by philip ii defeated the combined forces
of athens and thebes in the battle of chaeronea securing macedonian hegemony in greece and the aegean 1 august 2 us
declaration of independence apple is worth 1 trillion and other important events facts birthdays deaths and photos
from august 2nd on this day in history august 2 anniversaries birthdays major events and time capsules this day s facts
in the arts politics and sciences this day in history 08 02 1990 iraq invades kuwait discover what happened on august 2
with history s summaries of major events anniversaries famous births and notable deaths august 2 famous birthdays on
august 2 calendar summary events birthdays deaths weddings birthdays 1 200 of 271 1455 johan cicero elector of
brandenburg 1486 99 born in ansbach d 1499 1533 theodor zwinger swiss physician and scholar born in basel
switzerland d 1588 today in history which major historical events happened on august 2 who was born on this date
who died in which year did the birth or death occur biographies on this day in history august 2 123 biographies see
featured events on this day died on alexander graham bell american inventor march 3 1847 august 2 1922 this day in
history august 2nd what happened on this day in history the first cable car begins operating in san francisco u s
president warren g harding dies and more 1610 henry hudson sails into what is now hudson bay august 2 today s
famous birthdays music history 1776 members of the continental congress began adding their signatures to the
declaration of independence 1791 samuel briggs and his son samuel briggs jr received a joint patent for their nail
making machine they were the first father son pair to receive a patent
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1455 johan cicero elector of brandenburg 1486 99 born in ansbach d 1499 1533 theodor zwinger swiss physician and
scholar born in basel switzerland d 1588
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today in history which major historical events happened on august 2 who was born on this date who died in which
year did the birth or death occur
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biographies on this day in history august 2 123 biographies see featured events on this day died on alexander graham
bell american inventor march 3 1847 august 2 1922
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august 2 today s famous birthdays music history 1776 members of the continental congress began adding their
signatures to the declaration of independence 1791 samuel briggs and his son samuel briggs jr received a joint patent
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